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Tk 100cr more NBFI loans become defaulted in Q2

The amount of defaulted loans in the non-bank financial institutions increased further by Tk 100 crore to Tk 7,320

crore in the second quarter (April-June) of 2019 from Tk 7,220 crore in the January-March quarter, reflecting more

deterioration of the sector that witnessed massive irregularities. Earlier, the non-performing loans of People’s

Leasing and Financial Services (PLFS) Limited was included in calculating NPLs in the NBFI sector. But, the

Bangladesh Bank excluded the figure from its latest report as the liquidation of PLFS was underway as its 70 per

cent loans turned defaulted. Out of the PLFS’ Tk 1,131 crore disbursed loans, Tk 748 crore had become defaulted,

as per the BB data. If the figure was included, the amount of defaulted loans in the NBFI sector would have been

Tk 8,068 crore. Amid growing public distrust and series of scams in the financial sector, the outstanding loans and

leases of NBFIs dropped to around Tk 66,545 crore at the end of June this year from around Tk 70,106 crore in the

previous quarter. As per the BB’s Financial Stability Assessment Report released last week, the amount of

defaulted loans in the NBFI sector was 11 per cent of loans and advances, up 0.7 percentage points. The NPLs in

the NBFI sector were 7.9 per cent and 10.3 per cent respectively in October-December and January-March

quarters respectively.
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/90550/tk-100cr-more-nbfi-loans-become-defaulted-in-q2

Tk 2cr cosmetics seized as ‘importer attempts to dodge Tk 1.3cr tax’

Customs officials at Chattogram yesterday filed a case against an importer for allegedly importing Tk 2 crore worth

of cosmetics under a false declaration. Customs sources say the false declaration was an attempt by the importer,

Only One International, to dodge around Tk 1.3 crore in taxes. However, the company’s manager, Md Zakaria

Hossain, claims it to be a mistake of the exporter. “We have already contacted the exporter for remedy,” he said.

Stating that this was a lie, Chattogram Customs House Deputy Commissioner Nooruddin Milon told The Daily Star

that the importer had loaded the goods onto three trucks and tried to get them released last week. Papers show

that 2,000 water pumps worth Tk 51.70 lakh were being brought from China, said Milon. The consignment arrived

at the Chattogram port on November 5 and physical examination revealed it to be 37 tonnes of hair gel and oil,

shampoo, soaps, facewash, bodywash, and some other cosmetics, he said. Water pumps carry 1 percent duty,

while cosmetics 100 percent, he added. If any customs officials are found to be involved in the incident during

investigation, the authorities will take action against them, he said.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/tk-2cr-cosmetics-seized-importer-attempts-dodge-tk-

13cr-tax-1826980
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/sme-loans-ngos-1826965

Kamal plays down default loan worries 

The total amount of default loans in Bangladesh has not increased when compared with the situation in 1991,

Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal told the parliament yesterday. In 1991, the total amount of default loans

was Tk 5,039 crore out of the total disbursed amount of Tk 19,278 crore. This means default loans had accounted

for 26.14 percent of total outstanding loans then. At present, the total disbursed loan amount is Tk 962,277 crore

and the defaulted amount is Tk 112,425 crore, meaning the bad loan ratio is 11.69 percent. “That means, the

amount of default loans has not increased,” he said. The finance minister’s comment comes at a time when banks

are facing liquidity crisis in the wake of rising default loans. Many banks are struggling to maintain required

provision against their bad loans. The International Monetary Fund and think-tanks have expressed their concern

about the matter. Kamal, however, said there should not be any default loan in Bangladesh.
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Improved logistics needed to boost country’s exports: WB

Bangladesh needs to improve its transport and logistics performance and systems to increase its competitiveness

and meet the needs of its growing economy as well as to boost export growth, says a new World Bank report

launched on Wednesday. The report titled ‘Moving Forward: Connectivity and Logistics to Sustain Bangladesh’s

Success,’ noted that congestion on roads and in seaports, high logistics costs, inadequate infrastructure, distorted

logistics service markets, and fragmented governance hamper manufacturing and freight, further eroding

Bangladesh’s competitive edge and putting its robust growth path at risk. In his presentation, Dappe showed that

eliminating congestion could lower logistics costs by 7 per cent to 35 per cent while inefficiencies comprise about

25 per cent of transportation costs. The report said that logistics costs in Bangladesh were high in most sectors,

ranging from 4.5 per cent of sales (for leather footwear) to 47.9 per cent of sales (for horticulture).

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90552/improved-logistics-needed-to-boost-countrys-exports-wb

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/kamal-plays-down-default-loan-worries-

1826974

SME loans via NGOs 

The Bangladesh Bank will order banks to lend to small and medium enterprises through non-governmental

organisations for a rapid growth of the SME sector, Governor Fazle Kabir said yesterday.  “I will direct all chief

executive officers of the banks to provide SME loans to entrepreneurs through NGOs,” he said. He spoke while

addressing a seminar styled “Promoting microenterprises in Bangladesh: current status and future” at

Bangabandhu International Conference Center in Dhaka. The Palli Karma-Sahayak Foundation (PKSF) organised the

event as part of its Development Fair 2019 starting today.    State-run PKSF provides Tk 1 lakh to Tk 10 lakh SME

loans through 250 partner NGOs in order to create entrepreneurs and jobs in rural areas. Currently, banks

distribute farm loans through NGOs. The governor said only 7 to 10 percent of large default loans were recovered

whereas the recovery rate is 95 percent in case of small loans.
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Dhaka stocks slumped on Wednesday as investors continued offloading their holdings amid poor financial

disclosures by a number of listed companies. DSEX, the key index of Dhaka Stock Exchange, dropped by 0.87 per

cent, or 42.01 points, to close at 4,737.17 points on Wednesday after losing 2.28 points in the previous session.

Before the two-day fall, the DSEX gained 103 points in four sessions. The market started falling from the very

beginning on Wednesday and descended more firmly as the session progressed with investors resuming panic

sales amid poor financial disclosures by a number of listed companies, market operators said. They said that a

number of companies disclosed poor financial accounts that dampened the investors’ mood. State-run Investment

Corporation of Bangladesh declared loss of Tk 1.93 per share for the July-September period this year compared

with that of Tk 0.41 per share in the same period last year. Profits of Shahjibazar Power Company dropped to Tk

99 per share in July-September this year from Tk 1.26 per share in the same period in the previous year.

Heidelberg to snap up Ultratech 

Fierce competition among too many producers has forced Emirates Cement Bangladesh, the owning company of

Ultratech, to sell its entire stakes in Bangladesh to Germany’s HeidelbergCement. HeidelbergCement Bangladesh

in a statement yesterday announced that the board of directors of the company has approved the acquisition of

100 percent of Emirates Cement Bangladesh and Emirates Power Company at a cost of nearly Tk 183 crore ($21.59

million). The company also said transaction is subject to completion of the necessary regulatory formalities and

approvals in compliance with the laws of Bangladesh. Ultratech had entered into the Bangladesh market following

India’s Aditya Birla Group’s acquisition of Dubai-based ETA Star Cement in 2010 at a price of $380 million, giving it

direct access to markets in the Middle East and Bangladesh. The cement maker incurred losses in five years since

the commencement of production in 2011 and made profits in the remaining years.
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Stocks slump on poor reports

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90553/stocks-slump-on-poor-reports

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/heidelberg-snap-ultratech-1826983

MI Cement segregates shipping business 

MI Cement, one of the listed cement manufacturers, formed three subsidiaries to run its three mother shipping

vessels smoothly and to safeguard its core business. The three separate subsidiaries for three vessels were formed

to avoid legal complexities in case of any incidents with the ships, a top official of MI Cement told The Daily Star

yesterday. When any vessel gets into any legal dispute its sister vessels also face problems in running their

operations, he added. The three subsidiary companies -- Ocean Voyager Shipping Lines, Ocean Victory Shipping

Lines and Ocean Vision Shipping Lines -- are fully owned by the cement maker and valued at Tk 56.85 crore, Tk

38.46 and Tk 70.61 crore respectively. The cement maker yesterday informed stock investors through the Dhaka

Stock Exchange that it has approved the transfer of the three mother vessels to its three fully-owned subsidiaries.

The company’s core business is cement production and sales, whereas shipping is a specialised business and it

requires separate knowledge and skills that are quite different from the current business.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/mi-cement-segregates-shipping-business-1826971
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Govt plans 12pc power from renewable sources: Nasrul

State Minister for Power, Energy and Mineral Resources Nasrul Hamid has said the government is encouraging

entrepreneurs for generating clean energy aiming to produce 12 per cent of the country's total electricity from

renewable sources. The government has prepared an integrated power system master plan 2016 (PSMP2016) for

the first time with the target to make Bangladesh a developed country by 2041, he said during the second day's

discussion on Renewable Energy in the Indo-Pacific at the three-day 'Dhaka Global Dialogue-2019', reports BSS.

Considering renewable energy as environment friendly, he said "Recently we have reset our goal to bring 30 per

cent power from coal and 30 per cent from natural gas while 12 per cent from renewable energy sources." As a

panel speaker, the state minister joined the second day's discussion on Renewable Energy in the Indo-Pacific and

shared his experiences with Rathin Roy, Director, National Institute of Public Finance and Policy, Maliha Muzzamil,

Researcher, Environmental Change Institute, Oxford University, and Saiful Huque, Director at Institute of Energy,

Dhaka University (DU). Sunjoy Joshi, Chairman, Observer Research Foundation, moderated the highly authentic

discussion and raised climate change and its impact due to massive carbon emission. 

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/govt-plans-12pc-power-from-renewable-

sources-nasrul-1573666338

Submarine Cable Company’s profit jumps eightfold 

Bangladesh Submarine Cable Company Ltd’s (BSCCL) net profit climbed eight times last fiscal year, on the back of a

boost in bandwidth usage through a second undersea cable.  The state-run cable company’s net profit rose to Tk

58.58 crore in 2018-19 from Tk 7.33 crore in 2017-18, according to its annual financial statement.  The company

also clocked the highest ever single year revenue of Tk 195.57 crore last fiscal year during its decade-long journey.

The BSCCL has decided to offer only 16 percent cash dividend to shareholders, meaning it will have to set aside Tk

27 crore from the net profit, said Managing Director Mashiur Rahman. In 2017-18, the company declared 5

percent cash dividend, the lowest since its listing in 2012. “We have decided to go for another undersea cable and

for that we will have to save some money to bear the expenses,” said Rahman. In order to connect with SEA-ME-

WE-6 (South East Asia–Middle East–Western Europe), an optical fibre submarine communications cable system,

the BSCCL will need Tk 600 crore. The cable company has decided to earmark Tk 30 crore from last fiscal year’s net

profit. In the next two years, the BSCCL will have to do the same, Rahman said. The BSCCL has leeway to borrow

from the government by issuing shares, Rahman said. The company has signed a memorandum of understanding

with the SEA-ME-WE 6 consortium and would ink the final contract in the first quarter next year. 
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Chinese takeover marks new chapter in history of British Steel

A Chinese buy-out marks a new chapter in the tumultuous history of steelmaking in the United Kingdom, which

has been characterised by nationalisation, privatisations and recurring crises. Despite having an economy

dominated by the services sector, steelmaking retains a special place in British hearts, where it is an enduring

symbol of a bygone golden industrial age. That explains the huge interest in Monday’s announcement of a buy-out

of British Steel by China’s Jingye, which made national headlines even with an election campaign in full swing. The

takeover should be a breath of fresh air for some 4,000 British Steel employees, most of whom work at the

Scunthorpe site in northern England. Professional body UK Steel called it  “positive news for British Steel and its

workers”, assessing it would go towards  “delivering a sustainable future” for the industry. Jingye for its part has

promised to invest 1.2 billion (1.4b euros, $1.5b) over the next decade, without elaborating on how it will turn

around the loss-making firm.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/global-business/news/chinese-takeover-marks-new-

chapter-history-british-steel-1826962

India’s Oct retail inflation breaches RBI’s medium-term target

India’s retail inflation breached the central bank’s medium-term target of 4 per cent in October for the first time in

15 months, on the back of higher food prices. Most economists, however, expect the Reserve Bank of India’s

Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) to look past the inflation data and cut rates for a sixth straight time next month

with economic growth and industrial output sagging to six-year lows. Annual retail inflation rose to 4.62 per cent

last month, up from 3.99 per cent in the prior month and higher than the 4.25 per cent forecast in a Reuters poll

of analysts. Retail food prices, which make up nearly half of India’s inflation basket, increased 7.89 per cent in

October from a year earlier, against 5.11 per cent in September. Prices of most vegetables climbed in October as

monsoon downpours delayed harvests and disrupted supplies. That was despite a government ban on onion

exports, a key component in the Indian diet.
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ব্যয়ব্হলু সড়ক, পণ্য পরিব্হনও ব্যয়ব্হলু

পণ্য পরিবহনে ফেরি পািাপাি ফেনে শুরু েনি ওনেরিজ ফেশে—সবখানেই অরিরিক্ত অে থ বযে েিনি হে। ফজলাে

 ফজলাে রেরদথষ্ট হানি চা াঁদাও পরিনশাধ েিনি হে। রবশ্ববযাাংনেি রবনেষণ্ অেুযােী, পণ্য পরিবহে সহজ েিনি বযে হ

ওো বাড়রি এ অনে থি পরিমাণ্ ট্রিপপ্ররি (যাওোআসা) ৩ হাজাি ২০০ ফেনে সনব থাচ্চ ৫ হাজাি ২০০ টাো। ফসই সনে 

আনে যােজট। এসব োিনণ্ বযেবহুল হনে সড়নে পণ্য পরিবহে। আি ফয সড়েপনে এ পণ্য পরিবহে হনে, িাি 

রেম থাণ্ বযেও রবনশ্ব অেযিম সনব থাচ্চ।বাাংলানদনশি লজজরেে ফসবাি এেট্রট সামরিে মূলযােে েনিনে রবশ্ববযাাংে। বা

োইেৃি রবরিন্ন ফদনশি সনে বাাংলানদনশ সড়ে রেম থাণ্ ও পণ্য পরিবহনেি িুলোমূলে বযে রবনেষণ্ েনি “মুরিাং েি

ওোর্থ: োনেরিরিট্রট অযান্ড লজজরেেস টু সাসনটইে বাাংলানদশ’স সােনসস” শীষ থে এেট্রট প্ররিনবদে গিোল প্রো

শ েনিনে সাংস্থাট্রট। ওই প্ররিনবদনেই বাাংলানদনশি বযেবহুল সড়ে ও সড়েপনে পণ্য পরিবহনে উচ্চবযনেি রবষেট্রট 

উনে এনসনে। বাোইেৃি েনেেট্রট ফদনশি শহনি চাি ফলে সড়নেি রেম থাণ্ বযে রবনেষণ্ েনি রবশ্ববযাাংে ফদরখনেনে,

বাাংলানদনশি প্ররি রেনলারমটাি চাি ফলে সড়ে রেম থানণ্ বযে হে ৬১ লাখ র্লানিি ফবরশ।

http://bonikbarta.net/home/news_description/210610/%E0%A6%AC%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF%E0

%A7%9F%E0%A6%AC%E0%A6%B9%E0%A7%81%E0%A6%B2-

%E0%A6%B8%E0%A7%9C%E0%A6%95-%E0%A6%AA%E0%A6%A3%E0%A7%8D%E0%A6%AF-

http://www.newagebd.net/article/90557/indias-oct-retail-inflation-breaches-rbis-medium-term-

target
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“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
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recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


